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“Homegrown Terrorists”: New US Draconian Laws
Usher in the New World Order
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Duhaime’s legal definition of tyranny states: “A form of government other than a monarchy
in which the formal written constitution is not adhered to and is broken by force of arms by
a single person who then undertakes to rule as a monarch and primarily in his personal
interests.”

With his unprecedented number of oppressive executive orders bypassing both US Congress
and constitutional rule of law, the ex-constitutional lawyer himself President Obama has
become  a  bona  fide  dictator  and  traitor  exercising  tyranny  over  the  people  of  the  United
States.

According to McLean and McMillan’s Oxford Concise Dictionary of Politics, essential features
present  in  tyranny  and  dictatorship  are  that  “the  abuse  of  the  state’s  coercive  force
operates  in  the absence of  rule  of  law” but  instead by “rule  of  the tyrant’s  arbitrary
treatment of citizens if not by outright systematic use of terror.” The latter application using
terror against the populace more accurately describes the evolution of US dictatorship from
one criminal regime (Bush-Cheney’s) to Obama’s criminal regime. On marching orders from
the globalists, through both the neocons remain in charge.

Clearly mounting evidence blatantly exists in recent years that demonstrate a totalitarian
police state power in America. The systematic militarization of police state USA has used
terror to recklessly and maliciously abuse its own citizenry, particularly those of color in
cities across this nation. The soaring rate of militarized police deploying lethal force to
willfully murder unarmed Americans, calculatingly cause growing racial tensions and civil
unrest  with  near  complete  impunity  reflects  the  growing  contempt  that  agents  of  US
government  increasingly  harbor  against  the  very  citizens  they took  oaths  swearing  to
protect and serve. This police state phenomenon has unfolded in parallel  process with
elected government leaders who treasonously plot  and destroy America despite taking
oaths to both uphold and protect the Constitution and the nation from both foreign and
domestic enemies.

While cold-blooded murder of  US citizens is  skyrocketing now (over 70 times of  other
Western nations), federal agencies across the boards not even remotely related to either
law enforcement or the military have been buying up billions of rounds of bullets that upon
impact tear the human body apart. What does that say about a government that has its
postal service, Social Security Administration and Department of Game and Wildlife arming
themselves to the hilt with brutally lethal weapons? The answer is pathetically obvious. The
federal government has embarked on waging an all-out war against its own hapless, law
abiding citizens.
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Clearly First Amendment rights to peaceful assembly and public protest in this country are
also no longer upheld or recognized as rule of law. In recent years the Occupy Movement
and  Democratic  National  Convention  protests  have  been  marred  by  excessive  police
brutality, bloody street violence and unlawful arrest. In the war against American protesters,
police attacking them with the chemical  weapon of  tear  gas that  in  any other  war is
criminally outlawed by international law, is used in the US to systematically silence the
people’s voice from ever being heard in the wake of totalitarian oligarchy.

Criminalizing  dissent  is  redefining  homegrown  terrorism  to  include  anyone  willing  to
exercise their basic civil liberties guaranteed US citizens under this nation’s Constitution
that for over two centuries was recognized as the ultimate rule of law in America. But now
any Americans daring to even criticize and object to the federal government’s growing
tyranny  is  conveniently  labeled  a  belligerent  and  enemy  of  the  state  subject  to
assassination  or  indefinite  imprisonment  led  by  a  dictator  president  who  matter-of-factly
proclaims  his  despotic  right  to  kill  fellow  Americans  on  US  soil.

Early on in this twenty-first century we’ve observed the neocons’ “Pearl Harbor-like event”
in their 9/11 inside job needed to justify their forever war on terror, making a war of terror
on  the  entire  world  by  committing  human  genocide  in  the  false  name  of  “global
sustainability” and “CO2 climate change” with the puppet masters’ UN Agenda 21. Starting
with their imperialistic war on Islam in the Middle East and Central Asia based on lies of
mass  deception,  the  real  terrorists  are  the  Empire  killing  machine  that  spawnedfake
monster mercenary thugs whose CIA staged savagery is showcased weekly on youtube’s
video parade.

After more than a dozen years of raging bloody counterinsurgency wars against darker-
skinned people abroad, the US Empire has come home to treasonously roost, now in its first
phase of war attacking American people. But with globalization a dominant theme in this
age of global tyranny, corrupt governments throughout the Western world are each passing
a  plethora  of  subversive,  draconian  laws  designed  to  unleash  a  thunderous  wave  of
oppressive false imprisonment and citizen murder on a worldwide scale. To the globalists
and their long time eugenics plan to depopulate the earth, 6.5 billion of us “useless eaters”
must be assassinated. Enter the hard and fast kill method of World War III created by the
neocon  propaganda  of  cold  war  II,  complete  with  first  strike  nuclear  intervention.  Never
before  in  recorded human history  has  this  world  been so  armed and dangerous,  and
precariously on the brink of self-annihilation.

As  this  New World  Order  noose  tightens  around  our  necks,  more  extreme  draconian
measures are being propagated by governments on a near weekly basis. Here are a few of
the latest obscenities being cranked out by both the US federal government as well as by
selected state governments, all designed to place the final nail in the coffin of America as a
once great, independent, sovereign democratic republic.

As if the TPP as NWO’s secret blueprint and the NSA’s invasive warrantless massive data
collection dossier on every American isn’t enough, introduced in June and passed two weeks

later is the House of Representatives’ H.R. 2596 that morphed on July 7thinto the Senate as
S. 1705, the Intelligence Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2016allocating funding to the likes
of the CIA, NSA and FBI to force all  internet servers and search engines to report any
suspicious “terrorist” activity they may encounter. The language is worded in ambiguously
confusing terminology in order to – out of fear and intimidation – purposely manipulate the
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likes  of  Google  and Microsoft  to  over-report  as  extensions  of  Big  Government.  In  the
unsettling words of activist-writer Stephen Lendman, if this law passes in the Senate, its:

… Vague language makes independent journalists,  political,  anti-war,  and social  justice
activists, academics and students doing legitimate research, as well as others vulnerable to
being called suspected terrorists.

The  game is  to  find  any  arbitrary  excuse  to  criminalize  and  institutionalize  virtually  every
American  citizen  as  a  potential  homegrown  terrorist,  certifiably  mentally  ill  or  otherwise
“undesirable” needing to be locked up. A case in point is the out of control weapon of the
psychiatric  diagnostic  system driven by  Big  Pharma.  The latest  DSM has  reached the
absurdity of labeling anyone concerned about ingesting only healthy food with a mental
disorder. Obama has executive orders authorizing those who arehomeless, those who have
respiratory illness or those who are diagnosed with mental illness to be summarily rounded
up against their will and consent and involuntarily placed in FEMA camp settings.

If people are so easily expendable as designated “useless eaters” deemed of little to no
value to society by the elite, then virtually any and all of us in America are susceptible to
what  apparently  awaits  us  sooner  than later  –  incarceration  and/or  death.  This  list  of
expendables can easily include those with handicapped disabilities,  the elderly,  the infirm,
the chronically unemployed, the indebted, those with criminal records, the welfare poor, the
morbidly obese, the list can go on indefinitely until the only population left alive are either
the globalists themselves or their subservient lackeys. At any rate, according to the likes of
Bill and Ted’s bogus eugenics misadventures, the elite’s objective is to radically cull the
human herd down from 7.3 billion to a mere half billion. That’s more than 13 out of 14 of us
right now on this earth who are presently in the NWO firing squad crosshairs.

Another draconian template recently came to light when in late July Congress passed a law
after a 15 minute “debate” to revoke US passports of Americans suspected of affiliating or
sympathizing with “foreign terrorist organizations.” This passage gives the US Secretary of
State  power  to  now take  away  passports  of  Americans’  traveling  abroad  without  any
explanation, presumption of innocence or due process. The bill passed in the House without
even a count but by mere voice approval, ostensibly to hone in on young Americans flying
off to foreign lands to join and fight with ISIS. So If John Kerry concludes that your being in a
foreign country threatens or compromises national security in any way, real or imagined,
you and your passport become null and void, no questions asked. The room for tyrannical
abuse here is once again limitless.

Because in recent years hundreds of thousands of US citizens have seen this Orwellian
nightmare coming true in America, they’ve been leaving the US in record number droves,
many renouncing their citizenship (3000 in 2013). Recognizing so many are escaping the
feds’ totalitarian control, the government is now cracking down on “disloyal” expatriates,
mandating  foreign  banks  to  fully  disclose  all  US  citizens’  assets  living  abroad,  and
aggressive IRS land grabbing to seize their foreign properties and assets for unpaid back
taxes. This latest ploy is any Americans living abroad who owe the IRS $50,000 or more in
taxes are having their passports pulled and these Americans are being sent home.

And this is only the beginning of the Empire’s militant arm extending across oceans to pluck
any American citizen within their globalized target zone to rejoin the captive birdcage locked
inside gulag Amerika. Ironically but definitely by globalist design, the US-Mexican border is
wide open for ISIS terrorists to invade America along with any criminal elements freely
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entering  the  US  but  soon  all  US  borders  to  Americans  will  likely  be  indefinitely  closed,  in
effect  captivating  all  US  citizens  from  escaping  their  government’s  lethal  clutches  while
trapped inside the US. Something’s gone terribly wrong when ex-Homeland Security Chief
Janet Napolitano openly admits terrorists wanting to harm America are arriving because of
an unprotected border while law abiding Americans find it increasingly harder to leave the
US than ever before.

Speaking of lethal clutches, the state of California is the first state in the US to mandate that
all  adults  in  America’s  most  populated  state  be  required  mandatory  vaccinationswith
absolutely  no  exemptions  along  with  criminal  penalties  for  those  non-compliant.  This
Gestapo-like imposition has already been in the works nationally spearheaded by the US
Public Health Department. Of course scientists, whistleblowers and anti-vacciners have been
mysteriously murdered and relentlessly harassed for being courageous enough to tell the
sinister truth about the damage that Big Pharma’s toxic vaccines around the world have
already  afflicted  on  humanity.  Vaccines  have  been  directly  linked  to  spreading  the  very
disease they’re supposed to prevent along with a myriad of horrifying conditions most
notably  autism,  permanent  brain  damage and a  host  of  other  severe afflictions  frequently
enough resulting in death.

Yet this neo-Nazi global vaccine program conveniently paves the way for merging with long
planned microchip implants for every American slated by 2017. And of course this invasive
level of extreme central control over the global masses opens up the floodgate to an NWO
Pandora’s Box – mind control programming, pre-crime arrests, genetically altered human
DNA, electronic pulse weapon victimization, a cashless society where chips are arbitrarily
turned  off  and/or  assets  seized  and  the  unwanted  are  unable  to  feed  themselves  and
systemically  are  starved  to  death.  But  the  demonic  New  World  Order  must  go  on!

Speaking of seizing assets, the giant central banks are already stealing money out of private
citizens’ accounts with the next massive redistribution of wealth reset button, only instead
of tax-funded bail-outs the globalists have already devised economy collapse contingency
plans with legislation authorizing banks to bilk billions of bail-indollars that’s already begun.
With a gambling debt of $1.5 quadrillion in global derivatives being racked up by criminal
banksters,  their  latest  capital  offense  crime  chapter  in  grand  theft  planet  is  already  well
underway.

In  case you’ve been asleep all  year  long,  the US military  is  massively  moving record
amounts of heavy weaponry and war making materials around North America like there’s no

tomorrow. Timed with the historic Jade Helm 15 exercise ongoing tillSeptember 15th that’s
supposedly  operating  in  just  nine  states,  actually  Jade’s  been  busily  going  on  in  all  fifty
states the whole year long. Now the Homeland Securitydomestic army (the militarized police
state  merging  with  the  US  military)  has  suddenly  erected  undisclosed  checkpoint
inspections all over the country, interfering and limiting the right of Americans to freely
travel within the lower 48 contiguous states.

Pervasive conditions identical  to prewar Nazi  Germany are undisputedly alive and well
flashing red alert signals throughout America in 2015. What is increasingly clear is the feds
are trying to keep the American public (like always) cluelessly blinded in the dark while
preparing for large scale war soon fought on US soil,  possibly in reaction to the feds’
orchestrated ISIS invasion and false flag attack(s) and/or potential earthshaking comet and
asteroid collisions. The house of cards Western economy has been coordinated to collapse
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simultaneously in perfect storm convergence when inevitable catastrophes befall America
with  NWO  vengeance  along  with  their  accompanying  ripple  effects  felt  around  the  world.
More people are waking up and bracing for what’s imminently in store for us during the rest
of this tumultuous, earth-changing year.

Another highly revealing, equally disturbing eye opener is news of the Pentagon’s recently
released Law of War Manual calling for open season on journalists as belligerents and
enemies of the state. Apparently the US killing machine in its wanton lust for war crime
atrocities no longer feels comfortable embedding even the MSM presstitutes for either Jade
Helm  or  future  military  conflicts  around  the  world.  Now  journalists  are  declared  the
unwanted  enemy,  particularly  those  from independent  news  outlets  bent  on  exposing
Empire evildoing.

The 1165-page new laws of war manual give license to kill civilians with no pretense of
concern as “collateral damage” anymore. Now they too are the apparent enemy lurking in
every  country  where  black  ops  are  fighting,  currently  active  in  upwards  of  near  three
quarters of the earth’s nations. Human life on this planet in the twenty-first century under
the already here and now New World Order is the US military’s latest enemy target. After all,
we’re all casualties in this globalist genocidal war against humanity.

This  endgame  scenario  has  actually  been  a  long  time  coming.  The  mushrooming  of
draconian laws in America has been exponentially soaring ever since 9/11. A half dozen
years ago a number of states were outlawing private citizens from collecting rainwateron
their own property, or prohibiting them from growing vegetable gardens on their private
land, or feeding the homeless in public parks. Our freedoms in a controlled fascist police
state sponsoring both global and domestic terrorism have been fast drying up over the last
fifteen years at unprecedented freefalling speed, paving the way for implementation of the
UN’s Agenda 21. Surviving humans in America will be herded into six metropolitan camps on
each coast leaving America’s vast underground resources in between to be mined.

Yet still far too many sheeple sleep in delirium, too busily intoxicated and addicted to their
gadget toys that entertain, distract, numb and dumb down the masses to ever notice the
everyday signs of the one world government tyranny spearheaded by their own treasonous
international crime cabal government. Whether too late or not, it’s time for revolution now.
The feds’ already have a head start with the war they’re waging against us well underway.
But what they’re most terrified of is the sleeping, dumbed down giant of America to finally
smarten up and wake up to their diabolical agenda, and fully aware and alert rise up en
masse  in  committed,  unified  solidarity  to  actively  oppose  the  elitist  death-mongering
executioners. We outnumber the demonic sub-human species a thousand to one. While
together it’s possible that we can beat their odds, divided we’re all doomed to unavoidably
fall.
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